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1

ABOUT THIS DOCUMENT

The document is an important part of the product and guides the user to safe installation and operation.
The information and instructions in this document are binding for the use of the product.
▪ Before using the product for the first time, read and observe the whole safety chapter.
▪ Before starting any work on the product, read and observe the respective sections of the document.
▪ Keep the document available for reference and give it to the next user.
▪ Contact the Bürkert sales office for any questions.
Further information concerning the product at country.burkert.com.

1.1

Manufacturer

Bürkert Fluid Control Systems
Christian-Bürkert-Str. 13−17
D-74653 Ingelfingen
The contact addresses are available at country.burkert.com in the Contact menu.

1.2

Used symbols
DANGER!

Warns of a danger that leads to death or serious injuries.

WARNING!
Warns of a danger that can lead to death or serious injuries.

CAUTION!
Warns of a danger that can lead to minor injuries.

ATTENTION!
Warns of property damage that can damage the product or the installation.
Indicates important additional information, tips and recommendations.

Refers to information in this document or in other documents.
Indicates an instruction to avoid a danger.
Indicates a step to be carried out.
Indicates a result.
Menu Indicates a software user-interface text.
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1.3

Terms and abbreviations

The terms and abbreviations are used in this document to refer to following definitions.
Product

Type 8756 BATCH
▪ Mass Flow Controller (MFC) büS/CANopen with an on/off valve
▪ Mass Flow Controller (MFC) büS/CANopen with an interface for a modular actuator

büS

Bürkert system bus, a communication bus developed by Bürkert and based on the
CANopen protocol

NAMUR

Standards committee for measurement and control technology (NAMUR) is an international association of users of automation systems for the process industry.

NAMUR recomSelf-monitoring and diagnosis of field devices.
mendation (NE) 107
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2

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

2.1

Warranty

The warranty is conditional on compliant use of the product in observance of the operating conditions.

2.2

Intended use

Improper use of the product may be a hazard to people, nearby equipment and the environment.
MFC Type 8756 BATCH is used exclusively to measure the mass flow rate of liquids and dose liquids.
Observe the data (additional data, operating conditions, service conditions) in the contract documents,
in the Operating Instructions, on the type label and on the calibration label.
Only use the product indoors.
Only use the product up to an altitude of 2000 m.
Only use the product with external instruments that the product manufacturer recommends.
Only use the product with components that the product manufacturer recommends.
Operate the product carefully and ensure regular and professional maintenance.
Operate the product only in perfect working order. Ensure appropriate storage, transport, installation
and use.
Only use the product for its intended purpose.

2.3

General safety information

The safety instructions do not take into account any contingencies or occurrences that may arise during installation, use and maintenance of the product. The operating company is responsible for the respect of the
local safety regulations including for the personnel safety.

DANGER!
Risk of injury that is due to pressure in the installation or in the product.
▶ Before working on the installation or product, cut the pressure. Vent and drain the pipes.

DANGER!
Risk of injury from electric shocks.
▶ Before working on the installation or product, switch off the power supply. Make sure that nobody can
switch the power supply on.
▶ Observe all applicable accident protection and all applicable safety regulations for electrical equipment.

DANGER!
Burn hazard and fire hazard that are due to hot surface of the product.
▶ Do not touch the hot surface with bare hands.
▶ Wear safety gloves to touch the product.
▶ Keep the product away from any highly flammable materials or fluids.
8
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WARNING!
Risk of injury that is due to escape of the fluid.
Contact with the operating fluid, its reaction products and vapours can cause injuries.
Inhaled vapours can be harmful.
▶ Observe all applicable accident protection and all applicable safety regulations relating to the operating
fluid used.
To avoid personal injury, obey the following instructions:
Only operate the product with a filtered fluid.
Make sure that the operating pressure of the product is not higher than the maximum authorized operating pressure. Refer to the data sheet of the product on our homepage: country.burkert.com.
Only use the product for fluids that are compatible with the product materials.
Do not make any modifications to the product and do not subject the product to mechanical stress.
Protect the installation and the product from accidental actuation.
Only trained personnel may perform the installation work and the maintenance work.
After an interruption in the electrical supply or in the fluid supply, ensure a controlled restart of the process.
Observe best industry practice.

ATTENTION!
Components or assemblies at risk from electrostatic charges.
The product contains electronic components which are subject to electrostatic discharge (ESD). Contact
with electrostatically charged persons or objects endangers these components. In the worst case, they
could be defective immediately or might fail when energised.
▶ To minimise or even avoid any damage caused by an electrostatic discharge, take all the precautions
described in the EN 61340-5-1.
▶ Do not touch any of the live electrical components.
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3

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

3.1

Design

3.1.1

Mass Flow Controller BATCH with an on/off valve

7
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9
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5

Fig. 1: Product variants of the MFC BATCH with an on/off valve

1

Electrical connection, 5-pin M12 male connector, A coding

2

Possible fluid connections:
▪ G-internal-threaded fluid connections according to DIN ISO228/1
▪ NPT-internal-threaded fluid connections according to ASME/ ANSI B 1.20.1
▪ fluid connections with external-threaded vacuum fittings
▪ fluid connections with external-threaded compression fittings

10

3

M4 screw for functional earth connection

4

Base block

5

On/off valve

6

Product status indicator. The indicator operates according to NAMUR NE 107.

7

Not used

8

Not used

9

Not used

10

M3 hexalobular internal screw

11

Cover

12

büS-interface for Bürkert Communicator software

13

Slot for the memory card
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3.1.2

Mass Flow Controller BATCH for modular actuator
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Fig. 2: Product variants of the MFC BATCH for modular actuator

1

Electrical connection, 5-pin M12 male connector, A coding

2

Possible fluid connections:
▪ G-internal-threaded fluid connections according to DIN ISO228/1
▪ NPT-internal-threaded fluid connections according to ASME/ ANSI B 1.20.1
▪ fluid connections with external-threaded vacuum fittings
▪ fluid connections with external-threaded compression fittings

3

M4 screw for functional earth connection

4

Base block

5

8-pin M12 female connector for the connection of the actuator

6

Product status indicator. The indicator operates according to NAMUR NE 107.

7

Not used

8

Not used

9

Not used

10

M3 hexalobular internal screw

11

Cover

12

büS-interface for Bürkert Communicator software

13

Slot for the memory card

3.2

Product status indicator

The product status indicator changes its colour based on the NAMUR recommendation NE 107 .
11
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The colour of the product status indicator gives the following pieces of information:
▪ Whether product diagnostics are active or not. Diagnostics are active on the product and cannot be deactivated.
▪ If product diagnostics are active, then the product status indicator shows whether diagnostics events
have been generated or not. If several diagnostics events have been generated, then the product status
indicator shows the diagnostics event with the highest priority. Refer to table [} 12]
If the product status indicator flashes, then the product is selected in a man-machine interface such as the
Bürkert Communicator software.
Colour 1

Colour code (for a
PLC)

Diagnostics event

Red

5

Failure, error or fault

Due to a malfunction of the product or its periphery.
▪ MFC Batch: The measured values are not valid and the product cannot dose any
more.
Orange

4

Check function

The product is being worked on.
▪ MFC Batch: The product cannot dose temporarily.
Yellow

3

Out of specification

The ambient conditions or process conditions for the product are outside the specified ranges.
Product internal diagnostics point to problems in the product or with the process
properties.
The yellow state is displayed for about 15 seconds after electrical power up.
The Coriolis sensor needs this time to reach the normal operating mode.
After this initialization the device will change to the green state.
▪ MFC Batch: The product continues to dose
Blue

2

Maintenance required
Do the required maintenance operation.

▪ MFC Batch: The product continues to dose, but a function is temporarily restricted.
Green

1

-

Diagnostics are active and no diagnostics event has been generated.
▪ MFC Batch: The product operates in the normal operating mode.
Tab. 1: Product status indicator in accordance with NAMUR NE 107, edition 2006-06-12, for active diagnostics

To solve a problem indicated by the product status indicator, refer to chapter: Troubleshooting [} 45]
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3.3

Markings

3.3.1

Calibration label
1
2
3
4

Fig. 3: Description of the calibration label

1

Product variant

2

Flow direction. The flow direction depends on the product variant.

3

Product article-number

4

Manufacturing date

3.3.2

Type label
1

2

3

4

13

5

12
11
10

6
7

9

8

Fig. 4: Description of the type label (example)

2

1

Type of the product

2

Supply voltage, direct current

3

Consumption according to UL 61010-1 [typical consumption 2

4

For UL-certified products, only use limited power circuits of "NEC Class 2".

5

Warning symbol: Observe the Operating Instructions delivered with the product.

6

Sealing material

7

Maximum fluid pressure

8

Manufacturing code

9

Product article number

10

Product serial number

11

Ambient temperature

12

Product variant büS /CANopen: communication interface

13

IP-Code

Conditions: ambient temperature 23 °C, nominal flow rate 100%
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Conformity marking
D-74653 Ingelfingen
Made in Germany

3.3.3

Conformity
marking

Fig. 5: CE marking

3.4

Memory card
If the memory card is defective or lost, then buy a new memory card from your Bürkert sales office.

The product is delivered with a memory card that is inserted in the product.
When the product is energised, there are two possibilities:
▪ If product-specific data is stored on the inserted memory card, then the product adopts the data. At
product delivery, the memory card contains product-specific data. To get a list of the stored data, refer
to the Help for the Initiation file that can be downloaded from country.burkert.com.
▪ If the inserted memory card is empty, then the product loads its own data on the memory card. A new
memory card is empty.
The data on the memory card can be transferred to another product with the same article number. For example, the data can be transferred from a defective product to a new product.

3.5

Actuator is an on/off valve

The product is fitted with one of the following on/off valves:
▪ Type 6013
▪ Type 6724
Refer to the Type label of the on/off valve.

3.6

Customised actuator

An MFC for modular actuator can be combined to the following actuators:
▪ a proportional valve
▪ an on/off valve
When selecting the actuator, observe the following basic data of the MFC for modular actuator:
▪ nominal flow rate
▪ inlet pressure
▪ ...

3.7

Service life of the on/off valve

The service life of the on/off valve is reached when at least on the following problems occurs:
▪ the product does not dose correctly any more
14

▪ the on/off valve is not tight any more
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▪ the on/off valve does not open any more
If the service life of the on/off valve is reached, then replace the on/off valve with a new one. Refer to
chapter Replace the on/off valve Type 6013 [} 42] or Replace the on/off valve Type 6724 [} 43].
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4

TECHNICAL DATA

4.1

Conformity

The product complies with the EU directives according to the EU declaration of conformity (if applicable).
The applied standards, which verify conformity with the EU directives, can be found on the EU type examination certificate and/or the EU declaration of conformity (if applicable).

4.2

Operating conditions
WARNING!

Risk of injury caused by pressure, fluid escape.
▶ Do not exceed the maximum operating pressure. The value of the operating pressure is given in the
product data sheet.

CAUTION!
Risk of injury from malfunction that is due to outdoor use.
▶ Do not use the product in outdoor areas.

4.2.1

Mass Flow Controller with on/off valve Type 6013

Ambient temperature

0 °C...+55 °C

Fluid temperature

–10 °C...+60 °C, only in liquid state

Ambient humidity

< 95%, non-condensing

IP-Code according to EN
60529

IP65 3
If the following conditions are met:
▪ Cables must be connected.
▪ Mating connectors must be plugged in and tightened.

Operating pressure
▪ Inlet pressure

▪ max. 16 bar

Tab. 2: Operating conditions

4.2.2

Mass Flow Controller with on/off valve Type 6724

Ambient temperature

0 °C...+50 °C

Fluid temperature

–10 °C...+50 °C, only in liquid state

Ambient humidity

< 95%, non-condensing

IP-Code according to EN
60529

IP40 4
If the following conditions are met:
▪ Cables must be connected.
▪ Mating connectors must be plugged in and tightened.

3

16

4

The IP-Code is determined by Bürkert. The IP-Code is not evaluated by UL.
The IP-Code is determined by Bürkert. The IP-Code is not evaluated by UL.
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Operating pressure
▪ Inlet pressure

▪ max. 5 bar

Tab. 3: Operating conditions

4.3

Product materials

Product part

Material

Base block

Stainless steel 316L

Housing

Painted aluminium, stainless steel

Seal

Refer to the type label

Product status indicator

Polycarbonate

Parts in contact with the fluid
(sensor)

stainless steel 1.4404

Parts in contact with the fluid
(on/off valve Type 6013)

Stainless steel 1.4305, 1.4113, 1.4310, 1.4303, EPDM

Parts in contact with the fluid
(on/off valve Type 6724)

EPDM, PEEK

Tab. 4: Product materials

4.4

Dimensions, weight
Refer to the data sheet of the related product.

4.5

Fluid data

4.5.1

Mass Flow Controller with on/off valve

Calibration fluid

Water

Temperature of the calibration fluid

25 °C

Calibration pressure

4 bar

Tab. 5: Calibration conditions

Operating fluid

Liquids

Type of liquids

Liquids that are clean and homogeneous

Maximum particle size

10 μm

Maximum dynamic viscosity

350 mPa.s, with reduced flow-rate range.
Take the pressure loss into account. Refer to
chapter: Pressure loss, MFC with on/off valve
[} 19]

Tab. 6: Operating fluid, MFC with on/off valve Type 6013

Operating fluid

Liquids
17
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Type of liquids

Liquids that are clean and homogeneous

Maximum particle size

10 μm

Maximum dynamic viscosity

50 mPa.s, with reduced flow-rate range.
Take the pressure loss into account. Refer to
chapter: Pressure loss, MFC with on/off valve
[} 19]

Tab. 7: Operating fluid, MFC with on/off valve Type 6724

Density range

0...5 kg/l

Measurement accuracy for mass flow rate values
higher than 1.5 kg/h

±0.01 kg/l

Repeatability for mass flow rate values higher than
1.5 kg/h

±0.005 kg/l

Tab. 8: Density measurement

Temperature range

–10...60 °C

Measurement accuracy for mass flow rate values
higher than 1.5 kg/h

±1.0 °C

Repeatability for mass flow rate values higher than
1.5 kg/h

±0.5 °C

Tab. 9: Temperature measurement

Mass flow rate range

0.08...25 kg/h

Maximum measurement range

> 1:300
The measurement range is defined as the ratio of
Qnominal of the product to Qmin. Qmin = 0.08 kg/h.
Refer to figure MFC with on/off valve: Measurement range depending on nominal flow rate [} 18]

Tab. 10: Mass flow rate measurement
320
300
280
260

Measurement range

240
220
200
180
160
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40
20
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24

[kg/h]

Nominal flow rate Q
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Fig. 6: MFC with on/off valve: Measurement range depending on nominal flow rate
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Accuracy to reference [%]

Pressure loss, MFC with on/off valve

Activation time [s]

4.5.2

Dosing amount [g]

Medium 100 mPas
Medium 1 mPas
Accuracy curve
Pressure [bar rel.]
Pressure [bar rel.]
Fig. 7: Dosing quantity depending on pressure and valve opening time < 100 g

4.6

Electrical data

4.6.1

Mass Flow Controller with on/off valve Type 6013

ATTENTION!
▶ For UL-certified components, only use limited power circuits of "NEC Class 2".
Operating voltage

24 V DC ±10 %
residual ripple < 2 %

Power consumption
▪ Maximum power consumption

▪ 15 W

▪ Typical power consumption

▪ 10 W for water and at a flow rate of 25 kg/h

Communication interface

büS and CANopen. The communication type can be chosen
with the Bürkert Communicator software.

Tab. 11: General electrical data

Minimum temperature rating of the cable
to be connected to the field wiring terminals:

75 °C

Tab. 12: Temperature

4.6.2

Mass Flow Controller with on/off valve Type 6724

ATTENTION!
▶ For UL-certified components, only use limited power circuits of "NEC Class 2".

19
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Operating voltage

24 V DC ±10 %
residual ripple < 2 %

Power consumption
▪ Maximum power consumption

▪ 5W

▪ Typical power consumption

▪ 5 W for water and at a flow rate of 25 kg/h

Communication interface

büS and CANopen. The communication type can be chosen
with the Bürkert Communicator software.

Tab. 13: General electrical data

Minimum temperature rating of the cable
to be connected to the field wiring terminals:
Tab. 14: Temperature

20
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5

FLUID CONNECTION

5.1

Safety instructions
DANGER!

Risk of injury that is due to pressure in the installation or in the product.
▶ Before working on the installation or product, cut the pressure. Vent and drain the pipes.

DANGER!
Risk of injury from electric shocks.
▶ Before working on the installation or product, switch off the power supply. Make sure that nobody can
switch the power supply on.
▶ Observe all applicable accident protection and all applicable safety regulations for electrical equipment.

WARNING!
Risk of injury that is due to escape of the fluid.
Contact with the operating fluid, its reaction products and vapours can cause injuries.
Inhaled vapours can be harmful.
▶ Observe all applicable accident protection and all applicable safety regulations relating to the operating
fluid used.

CAUTION!
Risk of injury that is due to improper installation.
▶ Only trained personnel can carry out the installation. Personnel must use suitable tools.
▶ Secure the installation against unintentional actuation.
▶ Ensure a controlled restart after installation.

ATTENTION!
Malfunction that is due to contamination.
▶ If a contaminated operating fluid is used, then install a filter upstream of the product. The filter ensures
problem-free functioning of the product. Refer to chapter: Fluid data [} 17]

ATTENTION!
Cavitation of gas in the liquid and degassing must be avoided.
▶ To avoid cavitation and degassing, make sure that the operating fluid is an homogeneous liquid and that
the pressure in the pipe is high enough.
▶ When installing the product in the pipe, observe the flow direction that is given on the calibration plate of
the product.

ATTENTION!
▶ Avoid strong vibration that is due to the mechanical installation.

ATTENTION!
▶ Do not use any pump in the installation because the flow rate must not pulsate.

21
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5.2

Installation steps

1. Do the fluid installation into the pipe. Refer to chapter: Installation procedure [} 22]
2. Do the electrical installation. Refer to chapter: Electrical connection [} 24]
3. Commission the product. Refer to chapter: Commissioning [} 28]

5.3

Installation procedure

5.3.1

Installation

No inlet section and no outlet section for flow conditioning are required.
Install the product with the on/off valve Type 6013
Flow direction

Optimal 1 metre

Fig. 8: Mounting position for an MFC BATCH with on/off valve Type 6013

Install the product with the on/off valve Type 6724

Flow direction

Optimal 1 metre

Fig. 9: Mounting position for an MFC BATCH with on/off valve Type 6724

5.3.2

G1/8''-internal-threaded fluid connections

Remove the protective cap that closes the threaded connection.
Do the fluid connection on one side of the product.
Obey the instructions that are given by the manufacturer of the fitting used.
Obey the torques that are given by the manufacturer of the fitting used.
Do the fluid connection on the other side of the product in the same way.

5.3.3

NPT1/8''-internal-threaded fluid connections

Do the fluid connection on one side of the product.
Obey the instructions that are given by the manufacturer of the fitting used.
Obey the torques that are given by the manufacturer of the fitting used.
Do the fluid connection on the other side of the product in the same way.
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5.3.4

Fluid connections with external-threaded vacuum fittings

Remove the protective cap that closes the connection.
Do the fluid connection on one side of the product.
Obey the instructions that are given by the manufacturer of the fitting used.
Obey the torques that are given by the manufacturer of the fitting used.
Do the fluid connection on the other side of the product in the same way.

5.3.5

Fluid connections with external-threaded compression
fittings

Do the fluid connection on one side of the product.
Obey the instructions that are given by the manufacturer of the fitting used.
Obey the torques that are given by the manufacturer of the fitting used.
Do the fluid connection on the other side of the product in the same way.
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6

ELECTRICAL CONNECTION

6.1

Safety instructions
DANGER!

Risk of injury from electric shocks.
▶ Before working on the installation or product, switch off the power supply. Make sure that nobody can
switch the power supply on.
▶ Observe all applicable accident protection and all applicable safety regulations for electrical equipment.

WARNING!
Risk of ignition and risk of fire that are due to electrostatic discharge.
An electrostatic discharge of the product can ignite combustible gas vapours.
▶ To avoid a build up of electrostatic charge, connect the housing to the functional earth (FE). Use a
green-and-yellow cable that is as short as possible. And the cable cross-section must be at least equal
to the cross section of the power-supply cable.

WARNING!
Risk of injury from electromagnetic fields.
If the functional earth (FE) is not attached, then the requirements of the EMC directive are not met.
▶ Connect the housing to the functional earth (FE). Use a greenand- yellow cable that is as short as possible. And the cable cross-section must be at least equal to the cross section of the power-supply cable.

ATTENTION!
Requirements for the proper function of the product.
▶ Use a power supply unit with sufficient power.

6.2

Additional documentation

▪ For more information on büS, read the cabling guide that is available at country.burkert.com.
▪ For more information on CANopen that is related to the product, refer to the Operating Instructions
"CANopen Network configuration" at country.burkert.com.
▪ Product description file and object description for the related product Type (download from
country.burkert.com).
▪ Product-specific help in the Bürkert Communicator software.
▪ büS-driver for LabVIEW on request.

6.3

Wire the product variant büS /CANopen

6.3.1

With büS extension cables from Bürkert
Requirements for the correct operation of the product.
▶ Refer to the cabling guide that is available in English and German at country.burkert.com.

To wire the product, you can use büS extension cables from Bürkert. Refer to following table.
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Item

Article number

büS extension cable with 5-pin M12 connectors, 0.1 m

772492

büS extension cable with 5-pin M12 connectors, 0.2 m

772402

büS extension cable with 5-pin M12 connectors, 0.5 m

772403

büS extension cable with 5-pin M12 connectors, 1 m

772404

büS extension cable with 5-pin M12 connectors, 3 m

772405

Tab. 15: Accessories: büS extension cables

Screw the mating female connector to the 5-pin male connector, to the torque given by the manufacturer of the mating female connector.
Do the functional earthing of the product. Refer to chapter: Connect the functional earth [} 27]

6.3.2

With büS cables from Bürkert

Requirements for the correct operation of the product.
▶ Refer to the cabling guide that is available in English and German at country.burkert.com.
To wire the product, you can use büS cables from Bürkert. And you can use mating female connectors from
Bürkert. Refer to the following table.
Item

Article number

büS cable, 50 m

772413

büS cable, 100 m

772414

Straight 5-pin M12 female connector

772416

Bent 5-pin M12 female connector

772418

Tab. 16: Accessories: büS cables and female connectors

If you use a büS cable from Bürkert, then observe the signals of the conductors. Refer to the following
table.
Colour of the büS cable conductor

Signal

red

24 V DC

black

GND

white

CAN_H

blue

CAN_L

Tab. 17: Signals of the büS cable conductors

ATTENTION!
If you use your own mating female connector, then observe the following requirements for the correct
operation of the product.
▶ Use a mating female connector with shield connection.
▶ Make sure that the büS cable passes through the mating female connector. The büS cable that is available from Bürkert has an external diameter of 8.2 mm.
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Wire the mating female connector. Observe the instructions that are given by the manufacturer of the
mating female connector.
Insert each conductor into the appropriate pin. Refer to the following figure.

5

3

4

2

1

6

M12 thread is internally connected to FE
Fig. 10: BüS /CANopen: Pin assignment, 5-pin M12 male connector (A coding)

1 Shield

2 24 V

3 GND

4 CAN_H

5 CAN_L

6 Coding lug

Take a strand of the cable shielding and insert the strand into pin 1.
Screw the mating female connector to the 5-pin male connector, to the torque given by the manufacturer of the mating female connector.
Do the functional earthing of the product. Refer to chapter: Connect the functional earth [} 27]

6.3.3

With CANopen cables

Requirements for the correct operation of the product.
▶ Use shielded CANopen cables. The cable shielding can be either a braid shielding or a foil shielding.
To wire the product, you can use mating female connectors from Bürkert. Refer to following table.
Item

Article number

Straight 5-pin M12 female connector

772416

Bent 5-pin M12 female connector

772418

Tab. 18: Accessories: female connectors

ATTENTION!
Requirements for the correct operation of the product.
▶ Use a mating female connector with shield connection.
▶ Observe the specifications for the cable and conductors, that are given by the manufacturer of the mating female connector.
Wire the mating female connector. Observe the instructions that are given by the manufacturer of the
mating female connector.
Insert each conductor into the appropriate pin. Refer to the following figure.
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5

3

4

2

1

6

M12 thread is internally connected to FE
Fig. 11: BüS /CANopen: Pin assignment, 5-pin M12 male connector (A coding)

1 Shield

2 24 V

3 GND

4 CAN_H

5 CAN_L

6 Coding lug

Take a strand of the cable shielding and insert the strand into pin 1.
Screw the mating female connector to the 5-pin male connector, to the torque given by the manufacturer of the mating female connector.
Do the functional earthing of the product. Connect the functional earth [} 27]

6.4

Connect the functional earth

To do the functional earthing of the product, obey the following instructions:
Use a green-and-yellow cable that is as short as possible. And the cable cross-section must be at least
equal to the cross section of the power-supply cable.
With a flat screwdriver of size 6.5 mm, loosen the M4 screw.

M4 screw

Fig. 12: Location of the M4 screw for the connection of the functional earth

Attach the green-and-yellow cable to the M4 screw with a cable lug.
Tighten the M4 screw to a torque of 1,8 N·m...2 N·m, that is 1,33 lbf·ft...1,47 lbf·ft.
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7

COMMISSIONING

7.1

Safety instructions
WARNING!

Risk of injury that is due to the operating pressure.
▶ Make sure that the product operating-pressure is not higher than the operating pressure value on the
product data-sheet. Find the data sheet on our homepage: country.burkert.com.

WARNING!
Risk of injury from improper operation.
Improper operation can lead to injuries and damage to the product and its environment.
▶ Before commissioning, make sure that the operating personnel are familiar with, and fully understand the
content of the Operating Instructions.
▶ Observe the safety information and the intended use.
▶ Only properly trained personnel may commission the installation and the product.
▶ Only properly trained personnel may change parameters with the help of the Bürkert Communicator
software.

7.2

Commissioning procedure (MFC with on/off valve)
The operation of the product is tested at the factory with fluid. Residual fluid can remain in the fluidic parts of the product.
No zero adjustment is needed.

Pressurise the pipes with operating fluid.
Make sure that the on/off valve is completely open.
Flush the pipes with operating fluid.
Vent the pipes completely.
Connect the product to the Bürkert Communicator software. Refer to chapter Connect the product to
the Bürkert Communicator software [} 37]
Flush bubbles from the pipes as described in chapter: Flush bubbles from the pipe (MFC with on/off
valve) [} 35]
Wire the product again as described in chapter Electrical connection [} 24].
Energise the product.
If product-specific data is stored on the inserted memory card, then the product adopts the data. To
get a list of the stored data at product delivery, refer to the Help for the Initiation file that can be
downloaded from country.burkert.com.
If the inserted memory card is empty, then the product loads its own data on the memory card.
Possible problems related to the memory card are given in chapter: Miscellaneous problems
[} 46]
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▶ If the memory card is defective or lost, then buy a new memory card from your Bürkert sales office.
Product variant büS /CANopen: Choose between CANopen communication and büS communication.
Refer to chapter: Set the CANopen communication or the büS communication [} 38]
The product operates normally.
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8

SETTING AND OPERATION

8.1

Safety instructions
DANGER!

Risk of injury that is due to pressure in the installation or in the product.
▶ Before working on the installation or product, cut the pressure. Vent and drain the pipes.

DANGER!
Risk of injury from electric shocks.
▶ Before working on the installation or product, switch off the power supply. Make sure that nobody can
switch the power supply on.
▶ Observe all applicable accident protection and all applicable safety regulations for electrical equipment.

DANGER!
Burn hazard and fire hazard that are due to hot surface of the product.
▶ Do not touch the hot surface with bare hands.
▶ Wear safety gloves to touch the product.
▶ Keep the product away from any highly flammable materials or fluids.

WARNING!
Risk of injury that is due to escape of the fluid.
Contact with the operating fluid, its reaction products and vapours can cause injuries.
Inhaled vapours can be harmful.
▶ Observe all applicable accident protection and all applicable safety regulations relating to the operating
fluid used.

WARNING!
Risk of injury that is due to improper operation.
Improper operation can lead to injuries and damage to the product and its environment.
▶ The operating personnel must have read and understood the content of the Operating Instructions.
▶ Observe the safety information and the intended use.
▶ Only properly trained personnel may operate the installation and the product.
▶ Only properly trained personnel may change parameters with the help of the Bürkert Communicator
software.

ATTENTION!
When the product is flushed, flushing fluid can remain in the product.
▶ If different fluids flow through the same pipe, then take into account their chemical compatibilities.
▶ If a new fluid flows through the pipe, then it can mix with residues of the previous fluid.
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8.2

Dosing types

The product allows 2 types of dosing: quantity based dosing and timebased dosing. The settings for both
types of dosing are made either with the Bürkert Communicator software or with a PLC.

8.2.1

Quantity based dosing

Connect the product to the Bürkert Communicator software. Refer to Connect the product to the Bürkert Communicator software [} 37]
In the Bürkert Communicator software, select the product.
The product status indicator flashes.
Go to Controller > Parameter
Activate the dosing type: Dose control mode
Choose Quantity based dosing.
Set the quantity to dose: Setpoint dosing quantity
Enter the quantity to be dosed.
Set the number of dosings that are performed in a row when the dosing function is started: Number of
doses
Enter the number of dosings.
If at least 2 dosings are performed in a row, then set the pause time between 2 dosings: Time delay
between doses
Enter the pause time.
The quantity based dosing can be started. Refer to Start the dosings [} 31]

8.2.2

Time based dosing

Connect the product to the Bürkert Communicator software. Refer to Connect the product to the Bürkert Communicator software [} 37]
In the Bürkert Communicator software, select the product.
The product status indicator flashes.
Go to Controller > Parameter
Activate the dosing type: Dose control mode
Choose Time based dosing.
Set the time during which the on/off valve is open: Setpoint activation time
Enter the dosing duration.
Set the number of dosings that are performed in a row when the dosing function is started: Number of
doses
Enter the number of dosings.
If at least 2 dosings are performed in a row, then set the pause time between 2 dosings: Time delay
between doses
Enter the pause time.

8.2.3

Start the dosings

Connect the product to the Bürkert Communicator software. Refer to Connect the product to the Bürkert Communicator software [} 37]
In the Bürkert Communicator software, select the product.
The product status indicator flashes.
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Start the dosings:
Go to Controller > Parameter > Start batch
Enter 1.
The product starts to dose. If the number of dosings to be performed in a row is higher than 1, then the
menu item Dose counter gives the number of performed dosings.
When the set number of dosings is completed, the value in the menu item Start batch changes to 0.
A second possibility is to start a dosing over the PDO, for example by a PLC.

8.2.4

Cyclic data (PDOs)

The product receives or transmits following cyclic data:
PDO number

Meaning

1

Start dosing

Tab. 19: Cyclic data received

PDO number

Meaning

1

Duration of the last dosing
Refer to PDO1, Duration of the last dosing [} 32]

2

Dosing status
Refer to PDO2, Dosing status [} 32]
Dosing information
Refer to PDO2, Dosing information [} 33]
Dosed quantity during last dosing (in kg)

3

NAMUR status
Refer to Product status indicator [} 11]
Error ID
Refer to PDO3, Error ID [} 33]
Fluid temperature (in K)

Tab. 20: Cyclic data transmitted

The transmission speed of the PDOs can be changed. Refer to Transmission speeds of cyclic data [} 39]
8.2.4.1

PDO1, Duration of the last dosing

The value of PDO1 is the sum of the valve opening time and the product balancing time. The balancing time
is the time that is needed by the product to detect when the mass flow rate is equal to zero.
8.2.4.2
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PDO2, Dosing status

Bit

Designation

Meaning

0

Init

The product is being initialized.

1

Ready

The product is ready to dose and is waiting for the command
to start a dose.
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Bit

Designation

Meaning

2

Dosing in progress

The product is dosing.

3

Ready - Start value is the set
opening time

The product is ready to dose and is waiting for the command
to start a dose. To perform the first dosing, the product uses
the set opening time of the valve.

4

Dosing in progress with the
The product is dosing and uses the set opening time of the
set opening time as start value valve.

5

Trigger is impossible

The product is not ready to dose and cannot receive any start
command.
The produt cannot receive any start command in the following
situations:
▪ the actuator has been opened manually.
▪ an error has been generated (red or orange)
▪ the product is being initialized.

8.2.4.3

PDO2, Dosing information

The dosing information makes it possible to know whether a dosing has been performed successfully or
not.
Bit

Designation

Meaning

0

Maximum opening time is
reached

The maximum opening time during a dosing is reached.

1

Maximum balancing time is
reached

The maximum balancing time after a dosing is reached.

8.2.4.4

PDO2, Dosed quantity during last dosing

If large fluctuations occur in the dosed quantities, then remove possible environmental disturbances and
make sure the product is installed correctly.
8.2.4.5

PDO3, Error ID

Refer also to chapter Troubleshooting [} 45]
Bit

Event

Product status indicator

0

Voltage warning

yellow

The supply voltage is outside the specification.
Operate the product within the specifications.
1

Voltage error

red

The supply voltage is outside the specification.
Operate the product within the specifications.
2

Product-temperature warning

yellow

The product temperature is outside the specification.
Operate the product within the specifications.
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Bit

Event

Product status indicator

3

Memory error

red

A product memory is defective.
A maintenance operation is needed. Contact the manufacturer.
4

Sensor error

red

The product sensor is defective.
A maintenance operation is needed. Contact the manufacturer.
5

Flow-rate sensor: calibration curve temporarily repaired

blue

The calibration curve is defective and has been repaired.
A maintenance operation is needed. Contact the manufacturer.
6

Fluid temperature outside specification

yellow

The fluid temperature is outside the specification.
Operate the product within the specifications.
7

Flow-rate sensor: switch on / initialize

yellow

The product sensor is being initialized.
Wait until the sensor is initialized.
If the initialization fails (this results in an error bit 4), restart the product.
If it still fails, contact the manufacturer.
8

Bubbles in the product

yellow

The product has detected bubbles in the liquid.
Flush bubbles from the pipe. refer to chapter 10.5.3.
9

Empty pipe detected

yellow

The product has detected that the pipe is empty.
Fill the pipe with fluid. Make sure that the fluid flows.
10

Zero-point adjustment in progress

orange

A procedure to adjust the zero-point is performed on the product.
Wait until the procedure is finished.
if zero-point adjustment failed, try it again with stabel conditions.
11

Override actuator

orange

The closed-control loop is deactivated. A direct signal is sent to the actuator.
Deactivate the direct control of the actuator.
Actuator > Actuator override > Automatic
12

Reserved

13

Leackage detected

yellow

The product has detected a leackage.
Replace the on/off valve. Refer to Replace the on/off valve Type 6013 [} 42] or Replace
the on/off valve Type 6724 [} 43]
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Bit

Event

Product status indicator

20

Unknown error

red

The product has generated an unknown error.
A maintenance operation is needed. Contact the manufacturer.
21

Communication message

depends on the event gravity

Event is only possible when the product uses a gateway. The product has generated a communication message.
Check the gateway configuration.
22...30

Reserved
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Product not available

red

The product is not available.
Check the wiring of the installation.

8.3

Functions

8.3.1

Bubble detection

The product detects when there are bubbles in the liquid.
If there are bubbles in the liquid, then you are warned by the following means:
▪ The product status indicator is yellow.
▪ An out-of-specification event is generated.

8.3.2

Flush bubbles from the pipe (MFC with on/off valve)

To make sure that there are no bubbles in the pipe, do the following procedure:
Make sure that the product is filled with fluid.
Connect the product to the Bürkert Communicator software. Refer to chapter: Connect the product to
the Bürkert Communicator software [} 37]
In the Bürkert Communicator software, select the product.

WARNING!
Risk of injury from flowing fluid.
While the procedure is running, the mass flow rate value can be higher than the nominal flow rate value.
▶ Before running the procedure, make sure that no danger can occur if the mass flow rate value increases.
The product status indicator is orange.
A check-function event is generated.
Go to Actuator > Actuator override
Choose Open
Flush the pipe until no more air bubbles are visible.
If the product still detects bubbles in the pipe, then contact Bürkert.
Go to Go to Actuator > Actuator override
> Choose Automatic
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The product operates normally.

8.3.3

Leakage detection

If the on/off valve is closed but the product detects that the fluid still flows, then the product generates an
out-of-specification event.
The function is active by default.
To make sure that the function is active, do the following procedure:
Connect the product to the Bürkert Communicator software. Refer to Connect the product to the Bürkert Communicator software [} 37]
In the Bürkert Communicator software, select the product.
Go to Controller > Parameter > Use unexpected flow detection
Choose Yes
The leakage detection is active.

8.3.4

Detect the end of dosings

The product is able to detect automatically when the mass flow rate is equal to zero after the valve is
closed. The detection time is called balancing time.
As an alternative to the automatic detection, you can set a fixed balancing time after which the product
considers that the dosing is finished.
The dosed quantity is transmitted at the end of the balancing time.
To activate the automatic detection of a null flow rate, do the following procedure:
Connect the product to the Bürkert Communicator software. Refer to Connect the product to the Bürkert Communicator software [} 37]
In the Bürkert Communicator software, select the product.
Go to Controller > Parameter > Use balancing time autom. detection
Choose Yes
The product automatically detects when the flow rate is null.
If the product detects a non-null flow rate after the maximum balancing time has elapsed, then the
product generates an error event.
To set a fixed balancing time, do the following procedure:
Connect the product to the Bürkert Communicator software. Refer to Connect the product to the Bürkert Communicator software [} 37]
In the Bürkert Communicator software, select the product.
Go to Controller > Parameter > Use balancing time autom. detection
Choose No
Balancing time
Enter a duration.
The product waits the end of the balancing time to consider that the dosing is finished.
If the product detects a non-null flow rate after the set balancing time has elapsed, then the product
generates an error event.
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8.3.5

Configure the controller

Connect the product to the Bürkert Communicator software. Refer to chapter: Connect the product to
the Bürkert Communicator software [} 37]
In the Bürkert Communicator software, select the product.
Go to Controller > Parameter > Choose Start-Up Wizard
The product status indicator is orange.
A check-function event is generated.
Follow the instructions of the displayed wizard.
The connected actuator is configured.
The product operates normally.

8.4

Tools for doing the settings
The MassFlowCommunicator is another PC software that is not compatible with the product. You
cannot use the MassFlowCommunicator software to configure or operate the product.

Settings can be made with the Type 8920 Bürkert Communicator software.
To connect the product to the Bürkert Communicator software, refer to chapter: Connect the product
to the Bürkert Communicator software [} 37]
For general information about the Bürkert Communicator software, refer to the Type 8920 Operating Instructions.

8.5

Connect the product to the Bürkert Communicator
software

8.5.1

Product variant büS /CANopen

To do the settings with the Type 8920 Bürkert Communicator software, do the following steps:
Buy the USB-büS-interface set with article number 00772426 from Bürkert. Refer to following figure.

büS stick with terminationresistance switch

Fig. 13: USB-büS-interface set with article number 00772426

Download the latest version of the Type 8920 Bürkert Communicator software from
country.burkert.com
During installation, the büS stick must not be inserted at the PC. Install the Bürkert Communicator software on a PC. Obey the installation recommendations given in the USBbüS- interface set.
The following figure shows the electrical connection parts that are used from the USB-büS-interface set.
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5-pin M12 female connector

micro-USB connector

jack female-connector

AC/DC adapter

jack male-connector
Fig. 14: Electrical connection parts of the USB-büS-interface set with

Insert the micro-USB plug into the büS stick.
Insert the appropriate power adapter into the AC/DC adapter.
Connect the jack male-connector of the AC/DC-adapter cable to the jack female-connector of the M12
female-connector cable.
Connect the M12 female connector to the büS network.
If the product is connected to a büS network and is at a büS end, then set the büS stick switch to "ON".
The termination resistance that is integrated in the büS stick is then activated.
Insert the büS stick into a USB port of the PC.
Wait until the Windows pilot of the büS stick has been completely installed on the PC.
Connect the AC/DC adapter to the power supply.
Start the Bürkert Communicator software.

Click on
in the Bürkert Communicator software to establish the communication between the
Bürkert Communicator software and the product.
A window opens.
Select büS stick.
Choose the port Bürkert USB büS Stick, click on Finish and wait until the product symbol appears in
the list of devices.
In the list of devices, click on the symbol related to the product: the menu structure for the product is
displayed.

8.6

Settings specific to the product variant büS/
CANopen

8.6.1

Set the CANopen communication or the büS
communication

To set the operating mode of the digital communication, do the following:
Connect the product to the Bürkert Communicator software. Refer to chapter: Connect the product to
the Bürkert Communicator software [} 37]
In the Bürkert Communicator software, select the product
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Go to General settings >Parameters > büS > Advanced > Bus mode
Choose the operating mode of the digital communication.
Restart the product.
The operating mode of the fieldbus is changed.
If the operating mode of the fieldbus is büS, then the CANopen status is set to Operational and the
PDOs are sent to büS.
If the operating mode of the fieldbus is CANopen, then the CANopen status is set to Pre-Op until the
CANopen network master switches the product to Operational.

8.7

Transmission speeds of cyclic data

The product transmits cyclic data at the following transmission speeds:
▪ once every 500 ms by default if the value of a PDO is constant. The transmission speed of each PDO
can be changed. Refer to Change the transmission speed of a single PDO [} 39]
▪ once every 100 ms by default if the value of a PDO changes. If the bus load does not exceed 50%, then
the transmission speed can be increased temporarily to 10 ms. Refer to Temporarily increase the
transmission speed of all PDOs [} 39]

8.7.1

Change the transmission speed of a single PDO

In the Bürkert Communicator software, select the product.
The product status indicator flashes.
Go to General settings >Parameters > PDO Configuration
Set the value of the Inhibit time for each PDO.
The transmission speed of the PDO is changed.

8.7.2

Temporarily increase the transmission speed of all PDOs

If the transmission speed is increased simultaneously on several products in the network, then make sure
that the bus load does not exceed 50%.
Energise the bus network.
Connect the product to the Bürkert Communicator software. Refer to Connect the product to the Bürkert Communicator software [} 37]
In the Bürkert Communicator software, move the PC mouse over the büS-stick symbol in the list of
devices:
▪ If the bus load is higher than 45%, then do not increase the transmission speed.
▪ If the bus load is less than or equal to 45%, then the transmission speed can be increased. Do the following procedure:
In the Bürkert Communicator software, select the product.
The product status indicator flashes.
Go to General settings > Diagnostics > Inhibit time.
To increase the transmission speed, click Set diagnostic mode. The function Inhibit time switches to
Set to default values.
The transmission speed of all the PDOs is increased.
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To go back to the default transmission speed, click Set to default values. The function Inhibit time
switches to Set diagnostic mode.
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9

MAINTENANCE

If no heavily contaminated fluids are used and if the product is operated according to the Operating instructions, then the product is maintenance-free.

9.1

Safety instructions
DANGER!

Risk of injury that is due to pressure in the installation or in the product.
▶ Before working on the installation or product, cut the pressure. Vent and drain the pipes.

DANGER!
Risk of injury from electric shocks.
▶ Before working on the installation or product, switch off the power supply. Make sure that nobody can
switch the power supply on.
▶ Observe all applicable accident protection and all applicable safety regulations for electrical equipment.

DANGER!
Burn hazard and fire hazard that are due to hot surface of the product.
▶ Do not touch the hot surface with bare hands.
▶ Wear safety gloves to touch the product.
▶ Keep the product away from any highly flammable materials or fluids.

WARNING!
Risk of injury that is due to escape of the fluid.
Contact with the operating fluid, its reaction products and vapours can cause injuries.
Inhaled vapours can be harmful.
▶ Observe all applicable accident protection and all applicable safety regulations relating to the operating
fluid used.

WARNING!
If you open the housing, risk of injury from malfunction and risk of product failure.
Sensitive product parts are used to measure the flow rate and to regulate the flow rate.
▶ Do not open the product housing.
▶ Only carry out the cleaning work and maintenance work on the product that are described in the Operating Instructions.
▶ Only the manufacturer can carry out further work and calibration.

WARNING!
Risk of injury that is due to improper maintenance.
▶ Only trained personnel can do the maintenance work. Personnel must use suitable tools.
▶ Secure the installation against unintentional actuation.
▶ Ensure a controlled restart after maintenance.
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9.2

Replace the memory card

To replace the memory card on the product, do the following:
De-energise the product.
With a TX8 screwdriver loosen the screws of the cover. Remove the cover.

Screws
Cover
Memory card: make sure the
insertion direction is correct.

Fig. 15: Insertion direction of the memory card

Remove the old memory card from its slot.
Pay attention to the insertion direction of the memory card. The following figure shows the final position
of the memory card in the product.

Inserted memory card

Fig. 16: Cross-sectional drawing

With a TX8 screwdriver, screw the cover to a torque of 1.2 N·m, that is 0.9 lbf·ft.
Restart the product to write the product data on the new memory card. Possible problems related to
the memory card are given in chapter: Miscellaneous problems [} 46]

9.3

Replace the on/off valve Type 6013

Prepare the product for the replacement of the on/off valve:
Flush the product.
Relieve the flushing fluid pressure in the installation.
De-energise the product.
Relieve the operating fluid pressure in the installation.
With a Phillips screwdriver, loosen the screw of the female connector and remove the female connector
from the coil.
Dismantle the old valve from the product:
With an SW14 open-end spanner, loosen the nut and remove the coil.
Remove the plastic cover.
Loosen the 2 screws with a TX10 screwdriver.
Remove the fluid housing.
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Mount the new valve:
Make sure that the base block is free of dirt.
Make sure that the seal is correctly inserted.
Put the fluid housing on the base block. Turn the embossing A towards the product.

1

2

3
4

5
6
Fig. 17: Mount an on/off valve Type 6013

1 Nut

2 Female connector

3 Coil

4 Plastic cover

5 Fluid housing

6 Base block

With a TX10 screwdriver, tighten the screws to a torque of 1.4...1.5 Nm, that is 1.03...1.11 lbf.ft.
Put on the plastic cover.
Turn the coil so that the electrical connection does not face the product housing.
To fix the coil, tighten the nut to a torque of 2.7...2.9 Nm, that is 1.99...2.14 lbf.ft.
Plug the female connector on the coil.
With a Phillips screwdriver, tighten the connector a torque of max. 1 Nm, that is max. 0.728 lbf.ft.

9.4

Replace the on/off valve Type 6724

Prepare the product for the replacement of the on/off valve:
Flush the product.
Relieve the flushing fluid pressure in the installation.
De-energise the product.
Relieve the operating fluid pressure in the installation.
Unplug by hand the electrical cable from the on/off valve.
Dismantle the old valve from the product:
With an hexagon key of size 1.5 mm, loosen the 2 screws of the valve and remove the valve.
Mount the new valve:
Make sure that the base block is free of dirt.
Make sure that the seal is correctly inserted.
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1

2

3

Fig. 18: Mount an on/off valve Type 6724

1 Cable

2 "NC" marking

3 Base block
Turn the valve so that the "NC" marking is close to the product housing. Put the valve on the base
block.
Tighten the screws to a torque of 0.2...0.25 Nm, that is 0.15...0.18 lbf.ft.
Plug the electrical cable to the on/off valve.
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10

TROUBLESHOOTING

10.1

Problems shown by the PDO3, Error ID

Refer to chapter PDO3, Error ID [} 33]

10.2

Problems shown by the product status indicator

The product status indicator changes its colour based on the NAMUR NE 107 recommendation to show
diagnostics events. If several diagnostics events have been generated, then the product status indicator
shows the diagnostics event with the highest priority.
If the product is connected to a fieldbus, then the codes that are related to the product states are transmitted on the fieldbus. Refer to chapter: Product status indicator [} 11]

10.2.1

Product status indicator is orange (MFC büS/CANopen)

Identify the cause to solve the problem:
Cause

Solution

The product is connected to büS and
searches assigned fieldbus participant.

Wait until the product has found assigned fieldbus participants.

The product is connected to büS and is
configured manually, but has no address.

Wait up to one minute until the product assigns its address.

10.2.2

Product status indicator is yellow (MFC büS/CANopen with on/
off valve)

Identify the cause to solve the problem:
Cause

Solution

One of the following values is out of specification. The sensor or the product can
be damaged.

Operate the product within the specifications. If the
product status indicator is still yellow, then send the
product back to Bürkert.

▪ the fluid temperature
▪ the product temperature
▪ the supply voltage
The product has detected that the pipe is
empty

Fill the pipe completely with fluid.

The product has detected bubbles in the
liquid.

Flush bubbles from the pipe as described in chapter: Flush
bubbles from the pipe (MFC with on/off valve) [} 35]

Other fieldbus participants use the same
node ID.

Assign an individual node ID to each fieldbus participant.

10.2.3

Product status indicator is blue

Identify the cause to solve the problem:
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Cause

Solution

Error in the internal memory.

Contact the manufacturer, because maintenance is
needed.

10.3

Miscellaneous problems

10.3.1

Product status indicator is off

If the product status indicator is off, then the product is not energised. To solve this issue, do the following:
Make sure that the product is correctly wired.
Make sure that the voltage supply is 24 V DC.
Make sure that the power supply source is working properly.

10.3.2

Product status indicator flashes

Make sure that the power supply source is working properly.
After 10 seconds, the product automatically returns to the previous status.

10.3.3

Product status indicator goes out periodically

Identify the cause to solve the problem:
Cause

Solution

The power supply is intermittently dropping and the product restarts

Use a power supply with sufficient power output.

The voltage drop in the connecting cable
is too high

increase the cross-section of the cable and reduce the
cable length.

10.3.4

Replacement product adopts none of the values from the
defective product

Identify the cause to solve the problem:
Cause
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Solution

The article number of the replacement product is
different from the article number of the defective
product.

Use a replacement product that has the same
article number than the defective product. Values can only be transferred between products
with the same article numbers.

The memory card is defective. The product could
not write any values to the memory card.

Replace the memory card. Refer to chapter: Replace the memory card [} 42]
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10.3.5

Replacement product does not adopt all of the values from
the defective product

Cause

Solution

The product description of the replacement product
is different from the product structure of the defective product. Only the existing values of the defective
product can be adopted by the replacement
product.

10.3.6

Use the Bürkert Communicator software to configure the new values of the replacement
product.

Unstable measured value (MFC with on/off valve)

Identify the cause to solve the problem:
Cause

Solution

You have not connected the functional earth (FE)
properly.

To connect the functional earth, use a greenand-yellow cable that is as short as possible.
And the cable cross-section must be at least
equal to the cross section of the power-supply
cable. Refer to chapter: Connect the functional
earth [} 27]

The residual ripple on the voltage supply is too high.

Use a supply voltage that conforms to the technical data given in chapter: Electrical data [} 19]

The product is caused to vibrate.

Run the Autotune function to adapt to the operating conditions. Refer to chapter: Optimise the
closed-loop control parameters (MFC)
Reduce the input pressure or contact the manufacturer.

10.3.7

Outgassing or bubble formation at the product outlet (MFC
with on/off valve)

Identify the cause to solve the problem:
Cause

Solution

The pressurized liquid has a high gas solubility or outgassing occurs due to the
pressure drop across the on/off valve.

10.3.8

If possible, reduce the liquid pressure.
Pressurize with a gas that has a lower solubility in the fluid.

Dosing quantity cannot be reached

Identify the cause to solve the problem:
Cause
The inlet pressure is too low.

Solution
Make sure that the pipe diameters and the pipe lengths are
adapted. Refer to Pressure loss, MFC with on/off valve
[} 19]
Increase the inlet pressure.

The on/off valve is not open long enough.

Increase the time during which the on/off is open.
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10.3.9

Quantity is not dosed precisely

Identify the cause to solve the problem:
Cause

Solution

The pressure fluctuates.

Make sure that the pressure is constant.

The fluid is not homogeneous.

Use an homogeneous fluid.

The fluid temperature or the fluid viscosity fluctuates.

Make sure that the fluid temperature and the fluid viscosity
are constant.

The time between 2 dosings is too high.

Reduce the time.

10.3.10 Drippling
Identify the cause to solve the problem:
Cause
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Solution

There are air bubbles in the fluid.

Rinse the product fluidic parts.

The inlet pressure is too low.

Increase the inlet pressure.

The fluid viscosity is too high.

Reduce the fluid viscosity.

The diameter of the dosing needle is too
high.

Use a dosing needle with an appropriate diameter.

Leakage above the valve.

Replace the valve. Refer to Replace the on/off valve Type
6013 [} 42] or Replace the on/off valve Type 6724 [} 43]

Wear with a high number of operations.

Replace the valve. Refer to Replace the on/off valve Type
6013 [} 42] or Replace the on/off valve Type 6724 [} 43]

Particles in the valve seat.

Replace the valve. Refer to Replace the on/off valve Type
6013 [} 42] or Replace the on/off valve Type 6724 [} 43]
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11

SPARE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
CAUTION!

Risk of injury, property damage due to incorrect parts.
Incorrect options and unsuitable spare parts can cause injuries to people and damage to the appliance
and its surroundings.
▶ Only use original options and original spare parts from Bürkert.
For any questions, contact Bürkert.

11.1

Electrical accessories

Item

Article number

büS cable, 50 m

772413

büS cable, 100 m

772414

USB-büS-interface set, including power supply

772426

Straight 5-pin M12 female connector

772416

Bent 5-pin M12 female connector

772418

Memory card

On request

Tab. 21: Electrical accessories, product variant büS /CANopen

For further accessories, refer to the product data sheet. Cable assemblies can be made on request.

11.2

Additional software

Product variant büS /CANopen: EDS file

Download from country.burkert.com

Bürkert Communicator software

Download from country.burkert.com

büS LabView-driver

Download from country.burkert.com

Tab. 22: Documentation and software
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UNINSTALLATION

12.1

Safety instructions

DANGER!
Risk of injury that is due to pressure in the installation or in the product.
▶ Before working on the installation or product, cut the pressure. Vent and drain the pipes.

DANGER!
Risk of injury from electric shocks.
▶ Before working on the installation or product, switch off the power supply. Make sure that nobody can
switch the power supply on.
▶ Observe all applicable accident protection and all applicable safety regulations for electrical equipment.

DANGER!
Burn hazard and fire hazard that are due to hot surface of the product.
▶ Do not touch the hot surface with bare hands.
▶ Wear safety gloves to touch the product.
▶ Keep the product away from any highly flammable materials or fluids.

CAUTION!
Risk of injury from dangerous fluids.
Contact with the operating fluid, its reaction products and vapours can cause injuries.
Inhaled vapours can be harmful.
▶ Before you disconnect pipes or valves, flush out dangerous fluids, release pressure in the pipes and
drain.
▶ Observe all applicable accident protection and all applicable safety regulations relating to the operating
fluid used.

WARNING!
Risk of injury from improper dismantling.
▶ Only trained personnel can dismantle the product. Personnel must use suitable tools.

12.2

Dismantling

Relieve the operating fluid pressure in the installation.
Flush the product with distilled water.
Relieve the flushing fluid pressure in the installation.
De-energise the product.
Remove the mating female connectors and the mating male connectors.
Disconnect the fluid connections. Refer to following figure.
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Fluid connections
Fig. 19: Fluid connections, for example internal-threaded connections

Remove the product.
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LOGISTIC

13.1

Transport

ATTENTION!
Transport damage.
If the product is not protected in transport, then the product can be damaged.
▶ Remove cables, connectors, product-external filters and installation equipment.
▶ Protect the electrical interfaces with protective plugs.
▶ Clean and vent contaminated products.
▶ Close the fluid connections with protective caps. Protective caps ensure protection and sealing.
▶ Pack the product in two suitable zip lock bags, to avoid any contamination during the transport.
▶ Transport the product in an impact-resistant package, protected from moisture and dirt.
▶ Avoid storage above or below the recommended storage temperature.

13.2

Storage

ATTENTION!
Incorrect storage can cause damage to the product.
▶ Close fluid connections with protective caps.
▶ Store the product dry and dust-free in sealed zip lock bags.
▶ Storage temperature: –10...+70 °C.

13.3

Return

No work or tests will be carried out on the product until a valid Contamination Declaration has
been received.
To return a used product, a return number is required.
To return a used product to Bürkert, contact your Bürkert sales office.

13.4

Disposal

ATTENTION!
Environmental damage that is due to parts contaminated by fluids.
▶ Dispose of the product and its packaging in an environmentally friendly manner.
▶ Comply with applicable environmental and disposal regulations.
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